Welcome to the Geminar experience!
Medica Health presents the ultimate Geminar experience; online webinars introducing Theragem Fusion Light
Therapy products. This highlights how many levels of ancient healing knowledge, combined with present day
technology can have such a positive successful effect on hundreds of conditions and their symptoms. This
internationally attended event with many sparkling topics, offers major therapeutic insights and different
viewpoints for people of all levels. Join our GEMINARS as they provide focused information on how to boost your
health and wellbeing, giving you more vitality and better quality of life! These webinars are a fantastic way to be
more interactive, learn and ask questions to our experienced guest speakers.

Geminar descriptions
‘Introduction to the Geminar experience; Pearls of Wisdom’
This first ever Geminar provides you with an all important key introduction, Medica Health’s
products, the three keys to health and much more. With an opportunity to ask questions
live, this is the perfect 1 hour webinar to get your business booming with hints and tips!
‘Marketing made easy, tapping into the flow of Abundance’
This second Geminar in a series of 8 will be based around how to market Theragem and
how to better understand the marketing world and how to move forward in it. This section of the
Geminar will cover; ROI, the marketing mix, how to use certain marketing strategies and firsthand
knowledge on our latest marketing developments!
This Geminar will also include our special guest speaker Mike Broadwell. Mike is a
qualified Theragem trainer in the USA and has over 20 years of experience in the
marketing sector. This will be a perfect chance for you to ask any questions and
listen to the best marketing hints and tips that will get your business booming
using Theragem!
Tune in for some of the world’s most entertaining ideas!
‘The Ultimate Relaxation’
This Geminar discusses what relxation is, elation therapy, recognizing stress
signals, left and right brain thinkning and techniques and Gemcups section.
This Geminar will be supported with interested case studies and research.

‘Prepping your clients for January Detox’
This Fourth Geminar in a series of 8 will be based around ‘Prepping your clients for January Detox’.
We will be discussing and showcasing how to use and work with our recommended Spleen and Liver
treatments to get your client’s body into an improved, cleansed and refreshed state for the New
Year; using a number of different Gemcups. The Geminar will cover in detail how using simple
Theragem therapies will help to form treatment packages and how to inspire starting a Detox and
diets program in January (when diets and detoxing become popular), and also improve and develop
your skills as a therapist/medical professional within your business.
This inspiring Geminar also includes case studies, videos and much more! Via the online experience it
is a fantastic way to ask any questions and will go into detail of how to get your clients into a more
relaxed state of homeostasis.
‘Lightly Influenced’ and ‘Heartfelt Healing’
These two ‘double delight’ Geminars will be scheduled on the same
day as a one off back to back intensive learning webinar. The first
Geminar will be based around ‘Lightly Influenced’ (the light). In this
Geminar we will explore the influence of light in our lives, bodies,
emotional, mental states and even explore how the spiritual state
can develop by different phases of light and colours.
This Geminar will cover comparisons on bio-photons, Kirlian
photography, laser light, light readings and how to optimum use of dark and light in your therapy, and
why this could produce even more successful results
The second Geminar will be based around ‘Heartfelt Healing’ and how to
market your heartfelt therapies. This Geminar will bring a taste of how remote
healing works and how to market products around a busy month such as
Valentine’s Day, to your clients. The Geminar will cover what remote healing
is, how to promote products which you can combine with your current
therapies, such as LadyGem and TigerGem as well as Gemcups of the month!
This love themed Geminar will include videos, pictures and provide you with a fun and
knowledgeable way of learning.

These Geminars will also provide you with case studies and a chance to ask any questions related to
the Geminar topic! If you are listening at a later time, and have Q’s that need A’s on the present topic
DeTox than please email us, we will incorporate them in the next!
‘Attention to Assemblage Point’
This seventh Geminar will be based around ‘Attention to Assemblage Point’.
This Geminar will explore a guide and discussion on the Assemblage Point and
its many implications on the overall wellbeing and staying in there. This can
often be called The Missing Link, as it has been considered by many as having
seen a stillness and acceptance for the better with the AP Reconnection with
Theragem in regular sessions. Acceptance of one’s
situation in the giving up of a fight, turning into cooperation with, such that diets, lifestyles and more
are then allowing the client to jump on the flow of a happy life with confidence and trust. You can
watch the Geminar live or on recording as many times as you wish. We also always leave a section of
the class for Q&A, so you can note down any questions you have in this interactive fun Geminar!
‘Detox 2 – Further method’
This Geminar will advance from the first part of Detox methods and explore how further methods
can be used in your practice to help your clients better achieve homeostasis. The live Geminar will go
deeper on the level of why it’s so important your client has a healthy spleen and liver to maintain a
healthy happy lifestyle and promote longer living.
Furthermore, we will be discussing and showcasing how to use and work with our recommended
Spleen and Liver treatments to get your client’s body into an improved, cleansed and refreshed state
for a happy mind in a happy body; using a number of different Gemcups. The Geminar will cover in
detail how using simple Theragem therapies will help to flush out bad toxins and how to inspire
starting a Detox and diets programs to keep your clients healthy.
Via the online experience, it is a fantastic way to ask any questions and will go into detail of how to
get your clients into a more relaxed state of homeostasis on a deeper level.

Each set of 8 Geminars costs £80 excl VAT. To make payment use our PayPal link on our website
http://medicahealth.org/mhiwellnessshop/ or alternatively call our UK office +44 (0) 1254 245013 to
register. Once registered you can watch /download multiple times.

